Optical Coherence Tomography Scan Circle
Location and Mean Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer
Measurement Variability
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PURPOSE. To investigate the effect on optical coherence tomography (OCT) retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness measurements of varying the standard 3.4-mm-diameter circle location.
METHODS. The optic nerve head (ONH) region of 17 eyes of 17
healthy subjects was imaged with high-speed, ultrahigh-resolution OCT (hsUHR-OCT; 501 ⫻ 180 axial scans covering a 6 ⫻
6-mm area; scan time, 3.84 seconds) for a comprehensive
sampling. This method allows for systematic simulation of the
variable circle placement effect. RNFL thickness was measured
on this three-dimensional dataset by using a custom-designed
software program. RNFL thickness was resampled along a 3.4mm-diameter circle centered on the ONH, then along 3.4-mm
circles shifted horizontally (x-shift), vertically (y-shift) and diagonally up to ⫾500 m (at 100-m intervals). Linear mixedeffects models were used to determine RNFL thickness as a
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function of the scan circle shift. A model for the distance
between the two thickest measurements along the RNFL thickness circular profile (peak distance) was also calculated.
RESULTS. RNFL thickness tended to decrease with both positive
and negative x- and y-shifts. The range of shifts that caused a
decrease greater than the variability inherent to the commercial device was greater in both nasal and temporal quadrants
than in the superior and inferior ones. The model for peak
distance demonstrated that as the scan moves nasally, the RNFL
peak distance increases, and as the circle moves temporally,
the distance decreases. Vertical shifts had a minimal effect on
peak distance.
CONCLUSIONS. The location of the OCT scan circle affects RNFL
thickness measurements. Accurate registration of OCT scans is
essential for measurement reproducibility and longitudinal
examination (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00286637). (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2008;49:2315–2321) DOI:10.1167/
iovs.07-0873

A

ccurate assessment of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL)
is an important component in the diagnosis and management of glaucoma.1–3 Several imaging technologies are currently available for RNFL assessment, including optical coherence tomography (OCT).4 –13 Automated segmentation of the
RNFL has permitted the quantification of RNFL thickness in
OCT images.14 These measurements are reproducible15–17 and
correlate well with the level of visual function10,12 and glaucomatous severity.18,19 OCT is capable of differentiating between glaucomatous and healthy eyes11,12 and monitoring
glaucomatous progression longitudinally.13
The current clinical standard for obtaining RNFL thickness
measurements in the commercially available OCT system using
time-domain detection (StratusOCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.,
Dublin, CA) is a circular scan centered on the optic nerve head
(ONH) with a diameter of 3.4 mm. Overall mean and sectoral
(clock-hour and quadrants) RNFL thickness measurements are
obtained from these images. This 3.4-mm-diameter circumpapillary scan location has been shown to be the most reproducible compared with scan circles of different diameters.14,20
RNFL thickness measurements at this location have also shown
high intra- and intersession reproducibility in healthy21 and
glaucomatous eyes in the commercially available device.17
However, one potential source of measurement variability is
the manual placement of the scan circle by the device operator. This variability could be especially confounding in longitudinal assessment, where detection of small thickness
changes is desired.
Recently, improvements in OCT technology have allowed
high-speed, ultrahigh-resolution OCT (hsUHR-OCT), using
spectral and Fourier domain detection to provide increased
sensitivity and scanning speed, compared with conventional
OCT with time domain detection.22–26 These improvements
permit high-density, raster scanning of retinal tissue, which
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enables three-dimensional reconstruction of the scanned area.
It is then possible to detect and segment the RNFL in each
raster OCT image, resample these data, and reconstruct arbitrary tissue-sampling patterns.
The goal of this study was to investigate the effect of the
standard 3.4-mm-diameter circle location on RNFL thickness
measurements. hsUHR-OCT raster images were used to obtain
a homogenous sample of RNFL measurements. This method
allowed for controlled shifting of the 3.4-mm circle with respect to the center of the ONH and did not require obtaining
multiple scans, which would be susceptible to eye movement
and signal quality variability.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Seventeen healthy volunteers from the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center (UPMC) Eye Center were enrolled in this prospective study,
which was approved by the University of Pittsburgh human investigational review board (IRB) and adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki
and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). All
subjects provided written informed consent to participate in the study.
Inclusion criteria were best corrected visual acuity of 20/40 or
better, spherical equivalent refractive error between ⫾6.0 D, no media
opacity precluding hsUHR-OCT retinal scanning, normal clinical ocular
examination with no evidence of peripapillary atrophy, and reliable
24-2 standard Swedish interactive thresholding algorithm (SITA) perimetry within normal limits. A reliable SITA result was defined as less than
30% fixation losses and false-positive and -negative responses. Normal
visual field was defined as glaucoma hemifield test (GHT) results within
normal limits. If both eyes were eligible, one eye was randomly selected for the study.

Instrument
All subjects had hsUHR-OCT raster scanning (512 ⫻ 180 axial scans in
a 6 ⫻ 6-mm area; scan time, 3.84 seconds) of the ONH region without
dilating the pupil. A detailed description of this prototype hsUHR-OCT
instrument has been published.25 The device used in this study, however, had a multiplexed superluminescent diode light source (Broadlighter; Superlum Diodes, Moscow, Russia) with 100-nm bandwidth
(full width at half maximum) and a center wavelength of 840 nm. This
corresponded to an axial resolution of ⬃3.4 m in tissue. The system
had an A-scan acquisition rate of 24 kHz, resulting in an acquisition
time of 3.84 seconds for each raster three-dimensional OCT data set. A
hsUHR-OCT en face fundus image was created for each three-dimensional data set by summing all pixel intensity values along individual
A-scans. The resultant sum along each A-scan was the intensity value
used for the pixel corresponding to that A-scan’s location within the
2-D en face hsUHR-OCT fundus image.
hsUHR-OCT fundus images were used for evaluation of eye motion
during the scans, as well as defining disc margins. Multiple threedimensional data sets centered on the ONH were acquired for each
subject, and the best-quality image was subjectively chosen and used
for subsequent analysis. Criteria for acceptable hsUHR-OCT fundus
images included no large eye movements, which were defined as an
abrupt shift in a large retinal vessel that completely disconnected the
vessel in greater than three consecutive frames. In addition, we required that there be no signal dropouts (black bands in the fundus
image caused by blinking during acquisition) and that there be consistent signal intensity level across the entire scan.

Image Analysis
The ONH margin for each subject was defined by one experienced
operator (MG) by marking the edge of the ONH on the hsUHR-OCT
fundus images with a series of points and spline interpolation. This
method is analogous to that used to mark the disc margin in the
commercially available confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope. The
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geometric center of mass of this manually defined margin was then
used to define the center of the optic disc for subsequent analysis.
We developed a custom software program to automatically segment the RNFL in each frame of the raster images by detecting the
internal limiting membrane and outer RNFL border in each A-scan of
each OCT frame.27 RNFL thickness information along a 3.4-mm-diameter circle was resampled from the raster scan data, with the center of
the circle corresponding to the geometric center of the optic disc. This
3.4-mm reconstructed circle represented the scan pattern that is currently used in the commercially available time-domain OCT system.
The raster scan data were then resampled along this 3.4-mm-diameter
circle shifted horizontally (x-shift), vertically (y-shift), and diagonally
(45°–135°) up to ⫾500 m (at 100-m intervals between shift locations) with respect to the geometric center of the disc. Thus, 41 circles
(one well-centered circle plus 10 circles shifted in four directions:
horizontally, vertically, and along 45° and 135° diagonals) with a
diameter of 3.4 mm were resampled for each subject. All data were
normalized to the right eye to permit a comparison between quadrants
from left and right eyes.
To ensure that a sufficient number of data points were sampled,
individual shifted circles were excluded if there was a 0 thickness
measurement along any given part of the circle. A 0 thickness could be
recorded if a disc was off center during scanning and the resampled
circle was outside of the scanning window, or if there was segmentation algorithm failure along the circle due to reduced signal level.

Statistical Analysis
Because each subject had repeated measurements, linear mixed-effects
models were fitted to RNFL measurements (separately for the mean
and the temporal, superior, nasal, inferior quadrants) and to peak
distance, according to the approach outlined in Pinheiro and Bates28
and using the R statistical programming language and environment
(ver. 2.5.0 2007-04-23; http://www.R-project.org/R Development Core
Team, 2007, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Peak distance was defined as the distance between the two thickest
RNFL measurements along the RNFL thickness circular profile. This
distance was automatically detected and measured with our custom
software. In the statistical models for RNFL measurements and peak
distance, random intercepts were included for subjects. Fixed effects
were included for quadratic functions of the x- and y-shifts. A spatial
correlation model was used to ensure that the parameter estimates,
their standard errors, and their probabilities were well determined.
Because our measurements were based on spatial information—RNFL
thickness (or peak distance) depended on the degree of x- and y-shift
from the center of the optic nerve—we could not assume that the
experimental error would be statistically independent. A semivariogram analysis indicated that there was a strong dependency of the
experimental errors as a function of the distance between x- and y-shift
coordinates, and it was therefore necessary to find the most appropriate spatial correlation model to use in place of the statistical independence model. Likelihood ratio tests were used to assess the improvement due to the use of a spatial correlation error structure rather than
the independence error model. The Akaike information criterion (AIC)
was used to choose between competing models of spatial dependence.
The spherical correlation model was optimal for all responses, with
two exceptions. For nasal RNFL, a linear spatial correlation model was
optimal. For peak distance, an exponential spatial correlation model
was optimal. Confidence intervals were computed for all random
effects, fixed effects, and spatial correlation parameters.
To provide a clinical context for our three-dimensional statistical
models, we wanted to determine what magnitude of change is considered significant. We performed this determination by subtracting a
threshold value from the maximum values of each of our models. Our
thresholds were derived by scaling previously published expected
error range measurements for the StratusOCT (mean RNFL thickness,
2.68 m; temporal, 4.50 m; superior, 4.39 m; nasal, 8.20 m; and
inferior, 5.75 m)21 to our prototype device measurements (mean
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TABLE 1. Linear Mixed-Effects Models for RNFL Thickness Parameters and Peak Distance, as a Function of the x- and y-Shifts
Mean RNFL ⫽ 148.43249 ⫺ 0.00788 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.00003 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.00167 䡠 (y-shift) ⫺ 0.00005 䡠 (y-shift)2
Temporal RNFL ⫽ 123.52417 ⫺ 0.00864 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.00004 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.00332 䡠 (y-shift) ⫺ 0.00001 䡠 (y-shift)2
Nasal RNFL ⫽ 131.40883 ⫺ 0.00842 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.00004 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.01543 䡠 (y-shift) ⫺ 0.00002 䡠 (y-shift)2
Superior RNFL ⫽ 168.80307 ⫺ 0.00939 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.00003 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.01291 䡠 (y-shift) ⫺ 0.00008 䡠 (y-shift)2
Inferior RNFL ⫽ 172.78499 ⫺ 0.00678 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.00004 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.02392 䡠 (y-shift) ⫺ 0.00011 䡠 (y-shift)2
Peak Distance ⫽ 5802.870 ⫹ 2.735 䡠 (x-shift) ⫺ 0.002 䡠 (x-shift)2 ⫹ 0.267 䡠 (y-shift)
Thickness parameters and peak distance are in micrometers.
RNFL thickness, 3.98 m; temporal, 7.88 m; superior, 5.97 m; nasal,
13.60 m; and inferior, 7.78 m). The conversion between StratusOCT
and prototype OCT measurements was accomplished using previously
published RNFL thickness measurements.29 Thus, a range of y-shifts
(superior–inferior displacement of the center of the 3.4-mm circle
from the center of the ONH) versus x-shifts (temporal–nasal displacement) corresponding to our thresholds was plotted. This plot then
represented a maximum range of displacements when considering the
effect of shift on thickness measurements. A displacement of the
scanning circle (with respect to the center of the ONH) that is larger
than the cutoffs may markedly change RNFL thickness and should be
interpreted with caution.

RESULTS
Seventeen subjects were enrolled in the study (mean age,
39.6 ⫾ 7.8 years; nine women, eight men, 11 right eyes and 6
left eyes). Fifteen (2.2%) of 697 3.4-mm circles were excluded
from analysis because of a 0 m thickness measurement along
part of the circle (sampling outside of the scanning area).
Twenty-six (3.7%) peak distance measurements were excluded
because of algorithm failure. The linear mixed-effects models
for mean and sectoral RNFL thicknesses and peak distance are
shown in Table 1. A plot of mean RNFL thicknesses as a
function of the x- and y-shift is shown in Figure 1. A plane
marking the location where 3.98 m (mean RNFL threshold
level) was subtracted from the maximum value is also shown in
this figure.
The effect of horizontal and vertical circle displacements on
RNFL thickness and peak distance profiles is summarized in

FIGURE 1. Plot of the linear mixedeffects model for mean RNFL thickness versus x- and y-shift. A plane
transecting the model at a distance
3.98 m from the maximum indicates our threshold level for mean
RNFL thickness.

Figure 2. The model for peak distance was plotted over a shift
range of ⫾500 m in two graphs: y-shift equal to 0 (indicating
horizontal shifts) and x-shift equal to 0 (vertical shifts; Fig. 3).
A positive x-shift (nasal shift, Fig. 3a) caused an increase in the
distance between peaks, and a negative x-shift (temporal shift)
caused the peaks to move closer together. Vertical displacement of the circle had a minimal effect on the peak distance
(Fig. 3b). It should be noted that, in vertical displacements, the
peak distance remains relatively stable, but superior and inferior RNFL thicknesses change. Diagonal shifts are a combination of these horizontal and vertical displacements, with
changes in both peak distance and quadrant thicknesses.
Figure 4 shows a range of y-shifts (vertical displacement of
the center of the 3.4-mm circle from the center of the ONH)
versus x-shifts (horizontal displacement) that correspond to
our thresholds. This figure indicates the maximum range of
displacements when considering shift effect on mean RNFL
thickness (solid line) and was generated from the intersection
of the plane and model shown in Figure 1. Also plotted in
Figure 4 is the maximum range of x- and y-shifts when considering shift effect on sectoral (mean, temporal, superior, and
inferior) RNFL thickness (dashed lines). Each ellipse in the
graph therefore represents the limits of the location of the
center of the 3.4-mm circle, with our threshold levels. For
example, an x- and y-shift of 0 m represents a well-centered
scan circle: It is located within all ellipses and is thus an
acceptable deviation. An x-shift of 100 m and corresponding
a y-shift of ⫺100 m represents an inferonasal shift. However,
this inferonasal shift is within the ellipse and thus within the
range of displacements that will not markedly affect mean
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FIGURE 2. A summary of changes associated with horizontal and vertical
scan circle displacements. When the
scan circle was displaced horizontally, peak distance changes, but superior and inferior RNFL thicknesses
remained stable. During vertical displacements, peak distance remained
relatively stable, but the superior and
inferior RNFL thicknesses changed.

RNFL. This shift is also within the limits for all sectoral cutoffs,
although it is close to the cutoff for the inferior and superior
quadrants. An x-shift of 200 m and a y-shift of 600 m
(superonasal displacement), however, would be outside the
maximum range of displacement when considering the effect
of shift on mean, inferior quadrant, and superior quadrant
RNFL thicknesses but within the cutoff for the temporal and
nasal quadrants. Both nasal and temporal ranges of displacement in the y-shift direction were higher than the ranges for
mean, superior and inferior RNFL thickness. Thus, even large

FIGURE 3.

displacements from the center of the ONH had a minimal effect
on temporal and nasal RNFL measurements. The ranges of
displacements when considering the shift effect on mean,
superior, and inferior RNFL thicknesses were larger in the
horizontal than the vertical direction, and thus mean, superior,
and inferior RNFL thicknesses were affected more by vertical
shifts than horizontal. The range of displacements for temporal
RNFL measurements showed a similar configuration, rotated by
90°. The ellipse representing the range of displacements that
affect mean RNFL measurements (Fig. 4) was scaled and super-

Plot of the peak distance as a function of x-shift with y-shift set to 0 (a), and y-shift with x-shift set to 0 (b).
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FIGURE 4. A plot of the maximum range of displacement of the center
of the 3.4-mm scan circle for the mean and the quadrants, derived from
the linear mixed-effects models and thresholds. The x-shifts (horizontal
displacements of the center of the 3.4-mm circle from the center of the
ONH) and y-shifts (vertical displacements) outside of these ellipses
should be interpreted with caution.

imposed onto a hsUHR-OCT en face image, to demonstrate the
magnitude of this effect (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that scan circle location may add
substantial variability to OCT measurements. It is interesting to
note that regional RNFL thickness measurements were affected
in different ways by scan displacement. For example, the
maximum range of displacements when considering shift effect on mean RNFL and superior and inferior quadrant RNFL
thicknesses showed a horizontally elongated elliptical shape,
whereas the temporal quadrant showed a vertically elongated
ellipse and the nasal quadrant showed a near-perfect circle
(Fig. 4). The area within a given ellipse is dependent on our
preset threshold levels: The nasal segment had the largest
threshold and thus had the largest elliptical area.

FIGURE 5. (a) High-speed, ultrahighresolution OCT fundus image with
the disc margin manually drawn, the
geometric center of the disc (single
white dot), and a 3.4-mm circle centered on the disc. (b) Inner ring:
range of possible locations of the
center of the circle; shaded area: the
corresponding locations of the
3.4-mm circle that will not affect
mean RNFL thickness measurements
beyond the threshold level (3.98
m).
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Understanding the three-dimensional structural distribution
of the RNFL, however, may help explain the horizontally and
vertically elongated ellipses.29 Histomorphologic and imaging
studies have shown that the maximum RNFL thickness appears
in the superotemporal and inferotemporal regions.14,30,31 Any
shift in the location of the scan circle that brings a sector closer
to the disc margin causes a thickness increase in this region
and a decrease in the opposite region. Any shift that brings the
thickened RNFL bundles into the sector will also induce an
increase in thickness. A downward displacement of the circle
brings the scan circle closer to the disc margin in the superior
quadrant, with subsequent thickening of RNFL measurements
in that quadrant and thinning in the inferior quadrant. A nasal
displacement of the scan brings the thickened bundles of the
RNFL into the temporal region and causes an increased thickness in that region. As the superotemporal and inferotemporal
bundles do not transect the nasal quadrant, changes in thickness in this region are only related to the proximity to the disc
margin and thus result in the near-perfect circular pattern in
Figure 4.
The horizontally elongated ellipses representing the maximum range of displacements for the mean and the superior and
inferior quadrants signified that a small vertical displacement of
the circle had a substantially larger effect on RNFL measurements than did a horizontal shift (Fig. 4). In the temporal
quadrant, horizontal shifts had a larger effect than did vertical
shifts, as reflected by the ellipse elongated in the vertical
direction. All the ellipses were shifted superotemporally, perhaps due to a tendency of the operator when defining all the
disc margins.
Our results show that the distance between the two humps
in the RNFL profile changes as the scan circle is displaced
horizontally (Fig. 3). A vertical displacement did not affect the
peak distance but altered the height of each peak (Fig. 2).
The results of this study should be taken into account when
comparing consecutive OCT scans, as they may explain some
of the variability observed between scans. This variability affects cross-sectional glaucoma detection as well as longitudinal
glaucoma progression assessment. A clinical example showing
how circle displacement can affect the classification of quadrant measurements is provided in Figure 6. On the basis of our
results, we hypothesize that it may be possible to predict the
amount of change in RNFL measurements that correspond to a
given shift amount, which would then allow an adjustment of
measurements that are not well centered. Future studies to test
this hypothesis are warranted.
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FIGURE 6. An example of a StratusOCT scan showing circle placement
errors and corresponding changes in
peak distance. Left: A well-centered
scan. Right: As the scan circle is displaced temporally, the peaks move
closer together and superior quadrant and clock hours measurements
change from borderline (yellow) to
normal (green) while nasal quadrants
and clock hours become thicker.

One of the limitations of this study is that the circle shift
amount was limited to ⫾500 m, whereas our threshold limits
were more than 600 m in some cases. The results are extrapolated based on the assumption that the data outside of the
shifting range fit the same quadratic model. We restricted the
range to ⫾500 m to ensure that most of the resampled circles
were within the 6 ⫻ 6-mm scanning window, regardless of the
small disc center offset within the scanning window. Further
investigation is needed to clarify the effect of a shift beyond
500 m.
Another limitation is that the prototype hsUHR-OCT device
used in this study had a relatively long scanning duration (3.84
seconds) and uneven sampling density in x- and y-shift directions (512 ⫻ 180 sampling points). We excluded images with
obvious eye motion, but there may have been small, undetected eye movements within the scans. We chose to use our
prototype device in this study because its unique properties
outweigh the limitations. The device that we used has better
axial resolution than any commercially available OCT device,
which gave us greater accuracy in our measurements. Further,
none of the commercial spectral-domain OCT devices have
been validated, nor do they have software capable of facilitating a study such as this. We created our own software to access
these detailed data. However, because our findings are based
on the ocular structure of the peripapillary region, our results
can be generalized to any type of OCT circumpapillary scan.
The method presented in this article for resampling the
3.4-mm diameter circle after defining the disc margin and disc
center may provide a way to have consistent sampling as
patients are observed longitudinally by hsUHR-OCT. Although
hsUHR-OCT does not eliminate eye motion, this method would
lead to more precise registration from image to image, provided there was little eye motion or a method of correcting eye
motion. This resampling method could be used with other scan
patterns in addition to raster scanning. If a method for marking
the disc margin could be developed for the StratusOCT, the
disc center could be calculated and used to improve registration. One way to accomplish this would be to mark the disc
margin on the live fundus image. With the current iteration of
StratusOCT, however, the exact location of the scan circle
cannot be determined.
In conclusion, the location of the OCT scan circle affects
RNFL thickness measurements. Accurate registration of OCT
scans is therefore important for measurement reproducibility
and longitudinal examination and should be taken into account
when comparing scans over time.
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